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DEDICATIONS 
 

     
  To My Brother 

 
 
Thank you Peter, out of the chaos 
You have helped me into Light; 
Kind flowing Light, opportunities anew.   
Through strenuous effort you rebuild a house,  
And I watch, and have  
Slept in it, and had good Dreams. 
 
 

    To My Muse 
 
 
Thank you my darling sweetheart 
Nidia, we have struggled much for Paradise,  
And flown out to Eternity many times.  
Your warm Love, and crystal Light, 
Are inseparable from my Poetry, 
Which is, if nothing else, an entry into sweet female Visions. 
 
 

 To My Mother 
 
 
Peter showed me jungle grapes today,  
And we agreed that you should paint them,  
Our Mummy; old now, but how full of Youth,  
Bursting with good Energy, vibrant Spirit,  
And Love distilled from a long, difficult, but wonderful 
Life: experimental and brave unto the End. 
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Who would want to improve reality? 
What could one add to the crazy beauty 
Of reality? Why would anyone choose to break 
The outer shells around the essence 
Of blue truth, the sky, the green trees, 
The yellowness and blackness of special birds,  
The sun-orange yellow-gold truth of sun‘s rebirth; 
Cracking open like a robber into 
Ecstasy? 
 
 
Over the bridge and into the Granja Azul, 
Therein are delights, of multifold hue,  
I return to my dream, the womb of my being, 
Like an aeroplane of lights seeking its sweetness. 
 
 
Strange lights explode over the Amazon at Iquitos, 
Through the weird night-mists, the changing destinations of sight; 
Bumbled with dust, confusion, fear, and chaos,  
Brightened at last, by your sweetest smile 
 Like the moonfull; big, bright, intense; 
Rumbling up and down the wild sky, 
The rose-mist strange, dark humid sky, 
Ominous in moods of black uncertainty,  
With the banging noisiness of Iquitos streets; 
The brown dust rising with great friendliness. 
 
 
The violet Christ might achieve something, 
Or the upside-down lady with medusa hair, 
Tipping into a lake, legs in air, 
In that mural, in an Iquitos bar; 
El Cristo morado in full procession, 
Fantasies flying in funk-filled Iquitos, 
Smiles and kindness rounding everywhere,  
Unlike on the Moon, or in the U.S.A. 
 
 
Ah Shelley, your flames are burning still! 
Ah, Shelley, your funeral pyre  
Is still on fire, your sparks fly 
Through the highest vaults of starry heaven  
Still, they merge with the sparkling stars,  
Ah Shelley, you are with me still,  
Wherever I am; oh yes, you are the fire. 
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It is the spirit of the Universe; 
No more, no less when poetry flies; 
You enter into the grand fire, absolute truth,  
The final liveliness of mystery. 
 
 
I want to eat a lake,  
This is the night in Peru, 
Middle of the night, crazy, 
My head absorbs like Apollo, 
And gives out like Dionysius, 
As in Piaget‘s structuralist psychology, 
Taking in, and spreading out. 
 
 
Wild, intense genius, 
This is the only thing I seem to understand 
Ultimately, as if from the Ground of Being; 
And in everyday life, it also seems true. 
 
 
I want no more than to be 
Of you broken not from, but to, 
From dark to bright in the light night 
Thus to swing. Sleep, dream, fantasy; 
Hope, prayer, intention, union with the Absolute.   
I like the birds here, small, superbly shaped,  
Brown, black, yellow, with delightful tails. 
    
 
These little birds, so perfect 
By a jungle pool, so elegant, 
Precise; movements and character so strangely stamped 
Into every moment! And consider their colours,  
Are all these merely for camouflage,  
Or for mating competition? 
As for their sounds, they are extraordinary: 
Strange songs, sometimes demented, frenetic noises. 
And come the insects! Blue, huge wasps, 
Moths with exquisitely designed wings, 
And tiny ants that scurry along the wall 
With a huge dead fly, and then, finding 
They cannot get through a tiny hole,  
Dismantle it, over eighteen hours, 
Then get it to where they want. 
The Blind Watchmaker, Dios mio; 
I really wonder sometimes. 
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When you wake, you shake the world, 
Like some slumbering beast, 
Although that is not what you really want; 
I feel a hole, a small gap, 
Where I might live, a drop in the mud, 
Something sufficient perhaps, by a cocha in the Amazon. 
 
 
And while you slept, lions and jaguars leapt,  
And the stars came down almost to kiss their faces,  
And the constellations changed into extraordinary patterns,  
Like Shipibo designs, hallucinations induced  
By ayahuasca; this was and is the Great Time. 
 
 
Respect for the natural laws of Light and Love,  
Seems all to float in good dreams,  
Like the glorious skies above sleeping Iquitos,  
When all is dreaming, naturally. 
 
 
You cannot escape your destiny, 
It is an Iron Law that bends all 
To its will. Its will is done. 
You find yourself, lost and alone, 
But not without love, in a wooden hut, 
In Iquitos, writing your poetry 
And literary prose, and also,  
Those endless emails to your solicitor. 
 
 
Come into the writer‘s home: 
One chair, a broken table, a pen, 
And (sometimes) some paper. 
One looks at a broken splinter of a mirror, 
And then one remembers Voloshinov,  
Who, apparently, his leg already sawn off,  
Used the book he had written for cigarette papers,  
In the middle of the Second World War. 
 
 
And then when came the Last World War,  
In such grandiose beauty and deep heroism, 
So many medals were well-awarded,  
The blood flowed absolutely deliciously. 
Tony Blair made a face, 
It was so moving, no-one could squeak, 
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And he spoke so well about Freedom, Justice,  
Love, and Wonder, and Everything Else. 
His cheeks quivered, and his eyes blurred, 
His weirdest brooking of all argument 
Did overcome some large percentage 
Of his stupid, chosen, ghoulish audience: 
They clapped! But some would sink 
The foul liar, into his brink. 
 
 
Is the Great Architect of the Creation behind 
This seeming symphony of the jungle at night, 
The insects in their subtle waves of sound, 
The cacophony, syncopation, merging cycles 
Of sounds that work into the calling toads, 
And those birds that enter as flutes and oboes 
Of the cosmic music; or is it all 
Mere accident? Ask John Cage; 
Or, Beethoven! Or, ask the Yagua, 
The Yaminahua, the Piro, the Jibaro, 
Whose music derives from, selects, plays upon; 
Mimics, and then creatively transforms  
This orchestral splurge, into human chant; 
Shamanistic, magical, glorious sound. 
 
 
Now, silent, yet full of sound 
We hear such extraordinary colours 
Of rainbow – if allowed – in synaesthenia,  
Notes of wonderful multifold imagination,  
Or grey and bleak, and the sea splays  
Grinding in my soul, and in all your heart. 
 
 
I sometimes have that sense that it it is 
Perhaps all finished for me, 
But who knows, maybe I will live 
A hundred years, the time flowing, 
Always rejuvenating me! 
 
 
And as the golden-brown flocks of your hair,  
Shine in their beautiful colours on the pillow,  
Your sexual beauty is so inexplicable,  
Your slow, sleeping heat is heavy on the night. 
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The broken bones 
The failed dreams 
The hurting spears 
The poisons of life; 
Perhaps I die 
Shakespeare in Mishana 
John Lennon in New York 
Dog of the most broken hate? 
 
 
Why is it that, when she wears (most pretensiously) 
Her dark glasses, I have a feeling 
Towards her cunt? Life is love, 
Love is life; and all is inexplicable 
(Said e.e. cummings perhaps? I liked him a lot.)  
 
 
There was a formation of black birds 
That flew across the blue sky 
At dawn, across the pink clouds 
That streak in opposite directions; 
The morning was a bright blaze 
Of sun-coloured rising air, 
The orange-white-yellow heaven 
Was beautiful, for Eternity. 
 
 
The calm, after the tempest, 
Has begun to feel real, 
As when Dante met Beatrice, 
And she said to him:  “Yo soy Beatrice, 
Solicitando tu ayuda, y procedo de un lugar 
Al que deseo volver. El Amor 
Me trajo hasta acquí y me hace hablar 
De este modo. Cuando vuelva 
A ver a mi Señor no cesaré de alabarte.” 
“When I return to my Lord, I shall not cease to worship Him.”  
But really the roughest tempest of the soul  
Had not yet begun: 
Descent to the depths of human torments  
That last for utter Eternity. 
 
 
It has always seemed extraordinary to me 
That the greatest American writers, like Hemmingway, 
William Burroughs, Michael Lowry, 
Seem to have suffered even more 
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Pain than Franz Kafka or Marcel Proust,  
Just as Jackson Pollock was more 
Freaked out and hurt than even Modigliani.   
Is it because they were that much further  
From Auschwitz, but no less sensitive? 
God knows, I wonder where Dante would have placed them  
In his circles of human suffering. 
 
 
That which is clear, is that one must try 
To forgive and forget, and feel light 
About the deep hassles, because nobody cares  
In retrospect, and bitterness helps nothing.   
Her hair hangs back, from her lying in the hammock,  
The moths flit, and the crickets chitter,  
Her breasts float, and her body‘s perfume 
Smells perfect, her face is a living dream  
From her painting: with hills, rivers, birds in flight: 
A peasant plods with his mule and coffee,  
A stork flies across the rose-wild  sky,  
And rainbows of wild hallucination sprout  
Like strong births – warm, beautiful, strong,  
And courageous, like a Symphony of Beethoven. 
 
 
The blasting sun, Iquitos afternoon, 
The light makes all extremely bright, 
The sky blue, the clouds piling, 
The palm trees in the Plaza de Armas. 
The Bright Light seems almost to be dripping down. 
 
 
In spite of all she seems so lovely, 
Like the sun itself, pelting down 
From the heavens, upon our miserable earth,  
Her sun is her face like eternity. 
 
 
I liked your freedom, 
Your good form, 
Your bursting spirit – 
Man, you were a boon. 
Thanks for flying with me across the sky,  
I needed you on that last flight; 
All the best to you, Mike, don‘t die, my friend,  
I hope you live for a thousand years. 
As the clouds fly, and the wildness breaks  
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Across the sky of weirdest night,  
The brink of a rainbow sinks your heart,  
And I break as a fool, bleak and cranked. 
I must love, even in the guts, 
The stomach drenches, never mind the orchids 
 Of the sex-wild hormone buds-producing,  
When your yearning is more stiff than the tower of Pisa,  
And wild forces explode beyond themselves. 
Ye crags that sink beneath my view, 
The muddy river flowing endlessly, 
The sight of that brown, never-ending flood,  
Splurge like a running sea crazy of water; 
There is no arrival at such a chaos, 
As the moon flies a revolving song, 
Its change with the stars – do you not see? 
As the constellations make their time now, 
No world can ever escape this sun, 
I‘m drinking in this holy sun, 
Your mouth and lips deliciously met, 
I lose all trace of wise movement, 
The river sweetly flows in me. 
 
 
The sweetness of the night flows, 
I regret the acrimony, 
Your soft, lovely face breathes, 
The river is calm, the night is at peace. 
I hope Pedro has caught some fish, 
And Magnolia is sleeping happily at home,  
The moon has burst through all the clouds  
At last – before, everything was dark. 
Now there are some groups of stars 
Peeking into holes within the sky, 
The colours around the busting forms 
Are Biblical, visionary. 
You know the kind, when prophets reached 
To God, who speaks thunderously 
To them; still more when Jesus Christ  
Laid bare his palms 
To His Father in Heaven; 
Though few believed it, 
And nor do I, literally.  
 
 
From this night on, I start my life again; 
Why not? There is nothing better to be a ship, for 
Drifting out on the sea, 
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Bathed in the orangest light, 
Apparition for eternal sight, 
My soul is sucked into the sky 
Where the lines around the clouds are blue, 
Turquoise, green, livid pink, 
And everything that an hallucination 
Could make from reality. 
This is the sky in the jungle, at Mishana. 
 
 
Lightning flash in the midnight sky, 
Blasting through a white-black cloud, 
Those edges again, like Biblical visions 
Of prophets who speak to their crazy God. 
 
 
Fire dances, god of life, 
Leaping wild, crazily; 
Licking, changing, deceiving; 
Like a stripping, dancing woman 
In every flame, every candle, 
In each burning kerosene lamp. 
 
 
Dreaming magic into reality, 
Glorious miracle into nature, 
Beautiful chaos into dull order, 
Alternative transcendence into ordinary experience; 
The sacred Other into the profane, 
The pink-white streaking of clouds at dusk,  
The poetry streaming like fire and crystal,  
The energy and joy of Ur-Ground Myth,  
Connections into the unseen mind; 
Love that moves the sun and the stars. 
 
 
“We must spread Freedom, Peace, and Democracy,”  
Said blind Bush, as he sent evermore hell – 
Bent on death to more and more 
Regions of the Third World; 
And as the stench of his burning victims  
Grew, he horribly said: “We must never give in  
To terrorists, killers – the Enemy.” 
 
 
Now, there is rain, but I do not mind; 
Here the rain is warm, and mild, 
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Although it can pelt like a million stones,  
And can be humid and wearing as a thousand flaps.   
The miracle of being under a dry roof,  
Quiet at least for some hours of the night: 
That seems paradise now, I need nothing more; 
I am reading Dante, and a book on hallucinogens.  
 
 
The stars group themselves within 
Holy patches of the sky, 
Their reflections in the dark water 
Of the sacred Amazon, 
Intensify their intrinsic brightness, 
Making sparkling messages 
That dart into the opened mind. 
That is of course music, yes! 
Sounds, words, colours, stars; all intermingle  
As the boundaries of Being dissolve. 
This is a place for a solitary poet, 
Not a commercial crowd seeking 
Entertainment: oh God, the contradictions  
In this crazy existence. 
I am entering into deep Ground, 
And fly also among the stars, 
El Amor que mueve el sol y las estrellas, 
The celestial spheres that bear the stars, 
The music of those celestial spheres, 
Your juicy love as you kiss my lips, 
It seems you bring down a piece of Heaven. 
 
 
There was then, it seemed, a darkened space,  
Waves of light leapt higher and higher; 
Visions closed, entering the real world, 
The Blue Zone, where the sound of rain is unrecognizable,  
The tingling of wet leaves mingling with bells 
 Is more like light than sound. 
 
 
Some ulterior memory of birds that spoke, 
Lightning that is coloured purple 
Of sounds from wondrous skies where notes 
Jump and sparkle: upon rivers flowing, 
Where millennia of shamanistic magic 
Have made all special, and the souls of beautiful clouds 
Dance in rings and extraordinary shapes, 
Because they heard a harp played 
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By the crickets and praying mantises, 
That dwell in the forest at Mishana. 
 
 
When things begin to jump up, or even fly,  
What goes on down there, amid the dreary earth? 
We wander, ever with new energy, 
Once recovered from exhaustion, 
And from there we ply, with whatever fibres 
Still bend a bow in body and psyche,  
And on it goes. What, when, who, why, which? 
 
 
You walk through a dark forest, 
Never knowing when or if you will break in  
To a lighted glade, a locus amoenus; 
You can never imagine when your researches  
Will find something mind-shattering,  
And, as Shelley explained, no man can say: 
“I will write poetry;” for Inspiration is 
Like an unannounced wind that fans a fading coal to flames.   
Unpredictable is the conclusion to everything, although  
Heinrich Schliemann followed his hunch  
And then found Troy. Normally things are  
Much more accidental, unexpected. 
 
 
The divine afflatus of poetry is the gift 
Of the entheogen. The textual exegete skilled 
Only in dissecting the cruces of the verses lying 
Before him is of course indispensable, 
But unless gifted with Kavya, 
He does well to be cautious in discussing 
The higher reaches of Poetry. He dissects 
The verses but knows not ecstasy,  
Which is the soul of the verses. 
 
 
Denounce the War, 
The disgusting, criminal War, 
Bushblair the lying murderers, 
And all the world that colludes! 
 
 
When the fluid light of all my pain 
Stretches its hope and wild belief 
Beyond the mountains that I can see 
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Or the forests that enclose me in mystery; 
Then the stars, and all their wild beauty 
Begin to speak and sing to me, 
Begin to show their real lights, 
While I think, and feel, and coexist. 
 
 
The warm heart of discovery, 
The realization that hate is useless, 
The attempt to surmount things in different ways; 
The answers are not clear, though their alternatives are. 
 
 
The weight of this deep melancholia, 
This sense of failure, the world lost, 
Personal and global, all failed, 
Breaks down upon me as a heavy weight of hours,  
And although I see some light beyond the moon,  
I know now perhaps it never shall be mine,  
And so, as a small boat upon a beautiful sea,  
Dark and dangerous, with just my small flame,  
I await each day the next crime,  
The moment after the following hell. 
 
 
I will now need to burn and rip, 
Like a seed when it must break out 
From its casket; even a corpse 
Must be tempted to escape, 
Although – alas – it cannot do so! 
The broken bones of every hope, 
Confuse and spike us as we walk. 
For what? How? Just for that? 
Many now feel, with this world dictatorship, 
And growling the bones with the heart broken 
With inadequacy, failure, difficulty, 
Grinding on pointlessly, in immense pain, 
Lost in the Cosmos, something wrong 
In every joint, every hormone, 
The ugliest possible people in power, 
Life on the lowest ground so difficult. 
Ah, the beauty that is everywhere,  
Perfumes of dreams, sights over reality 
In every field, all the streets, 
Lightning in the sky before the rain. 
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Why was I still dreaming, when I should have gone, 
Why is there such a sadistic streak 
Within humanity? I dream on, 
To feel the great, honourable stream, 
Perhaps for a moment, until Zeus‘ thunderbolts,  
Or Wiracocha strides out from Lake Titicaca; 
Yet I sense a deep dignity, 
Lost as an ancient frog in a slurping swamp; 
There is music of great spiritual magnitude, 
Although few hear it, and if they do, 
They understand it wrong; idiotic, lost 
Arrogant vision of the Westernized world. 
Greedy, lazy, stupid, conformist world; 
Your rubbish will obviously long prevail,  
Like the ashes from an angry volcano  
Deadening and covering every tulip: 
This is what we have; all our efforts have been in vain. 
 
 
Let a crane fly over a vast lake, 
Though its still waters conceal darkness and danger 
Down deep; let a grasshopper jump into 
The friendly space around a candle, 
As also hundreds of moths will enter 
The flame‘s danger zone, and some will 
Flit their suicidal ways into the mini-furnace,  
And either emerge, wounded with burns,  
Like R.A.F pilots from the Battle of Britain; 
Or die. 
 
 
I will always dream, like you; 
Do you dream of your dead grandfather,  
Offering you a cake, with such a kind smile?   
Or, do you dream you did not work enough  
For your A-Level exams, or for your Degree? 
You kept delaying; on the day,  
You would know nothing. But, in fact, 
It was not like that; although, 
It did not help doing well in exams, 
Your life was not lifted up one jot by that fact. 
 
 
Remember the hedgerow, the small bright berries,  
Red, pink, purple, black, green; 
The flowers so pinkish, yellow, white, 
Mingling so smally one with another, 
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The privet, the holly, the rhododendron, 
Deep greens of various hues – 
Why did they need to be cut? 
 
 
I remember a vast plain, 
Where love was breathing in some strange way,  
The railway line was at the edge 
Of this common land, but it was great enough,  
The grass grew high, and we could hide; 
The pond seemed big, with swans and geese  
Near that Church, which was coloured white; 
Something strange was there, numinous, quiet, 
I threw in a large branch one day, 
The water was grey, brown; fortunately 
There was never anyone there. 
 
 
I don‘t know why, all things are quiet, 
Quiet and empty when you think, 
Or, you can only think when all is empty and quiet. 
All alone, on Western Green, 
You could listen to a bird, and jump from a high branch, 
And just about avoid breaking your leg. 
Your bike was leaning against the bark, 
And so it was time to streak off again; 
That road in the middle seemed almost red,  
Was that the colour of asphalt in my childhood? 
 
 
I believed in God in those days, 
It was only in the Boarding School 
That I immediately abhorred religion; 
I suddenly realized it was all false, 
And to have to go to Church each Sunday 
With hymn-book, clean handkerchief, money for the collection: 
What did that have to do with what I had learned 
About Jesus Christ? I rebelled, 
I refused to turn to the altar and recite 
The Credo; and never again 
Would I tolerate the feeble propaganda 
Of Christianity. Of course, I can understand  
The deep philosophy of profound Jesuits,  
The simple faith of decent folk; 
But not for me, pals, I am a Pantheist, 
A Taoist, a Romantic, something else; 
A shaman, nothing to do with Religion. 
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What I want is the burning skies, 
The dark dullness of the breaking clouds, 
Explosions of difficult, wild thoughts, 
Undeserved, hellish, flying crows, 
Learning over their weird tree-tops, 
Some crazy good view of all the fire, 
Wizard-crazy, wild fire, 
Insane beauty, of fine stars, 
In bold sight, but always blinking 
A little bit, even at Esher Station 
In the Nineteen-Fifties: just imagine that! 
With the “United Dairies” and “The Box” 
So close by: in the first, all dairy products were on sale: 
Milk, butter, cream, cheese; I can remember  
The cold, pure, clean smell. In “The Box” 
It was all cigars, cigarettes, chocolates, sweets.  
The old man with his old sister in “The Box”  
Were always very friendly. These two shops 
Overlooked Western Green, which sometimes was  
Rather like a savannah, at others, a swamp. 
 
 
James Joyce wrote his novel about 
Dublin, in Trieste, just as I 
Reminisce about Esher, here in Iquitos. 
Distance allows you to get it straighter, 
To see it from a bird‘s eye-view, so to speak; 
Place details within a map, withdrawn. 
 
 
The Old Church was hidden among chestnut trees,  
Its graveyard was extremely dramatic and mysterious; 
Playing “Cops and Robbers”, or “Cowboys and Indians”  
Among the gravestones, was most exciting; 
What a playground! Weeds, clay, graves, and silence. 
 
 
The moon echoed in my heart again, 
As ripples rolled within my soul; 
Memory, like a boat, strolls out to sea, 
And the moon becomes the Amazon. 
In Bella Vista the moon is rippling 
Around the boats and river houses, 
The sky is streaking purple clouds 
As its light blood drips into the water. 
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I want to touch the white magic of the night,  
The music of the moon that dances on the surface 
Of the Río Nanay, as the fish flip  
And make silver flashes on the river‘s dream. 
 
 
A heap of bungled-up tired boats, 
Sleeping chaos in an old port, 
Bella Vista under the moon, 
All is asleep, for utter eternity. 
 
 
I need the eyes of Whistler for this,  
The art of strange fading light and 
Sparkling reflections in some kind of mist,  
Dark bulks making a strange beauty. 
 
 
Dark dangerous Amazon skies at night, 
Flashed by crazy lightning-gods, 
The clouds hard purple, up to the hilt, 
Heavy the air, intense, humid, hot. 
 
 
I believe a very bad thing to do 
Is to undermine anyone else‘s confidence  
And if I have done that I feel very bad for it  
And want to die in my heart for that memory,  
Equally as I so deeply regret  
Occasions on which I was cruel, which were many. 
 
 
If I feel ready to dive into Death, 
The strange, slight-blue sky assuages 
All sadness and guilt, with its deep beauty; 
A moment of pure light, as Dante might have seen it. 
 
 
The fury of a late leaf loving, 
The sight of its seed fall from view, 
The receding light of a sycamore seed, 
A memory of rising up like a tower 
Of creativity; proud, confident, 
Like the seasonless Amazonian forests; 
Let my imagination dream: 
Light, after night, after love, after rain. 
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My heart was always so often screaming, 
Though silently to all outside. 
I must have jigged like a crooked brocket,  
A crazy fire-fly pirating, dancing! 
I love a still-life; bottles, fruit, 
In a patio with sunlight, no more, nor less. 
Why must I pretend it is something different? 
Why does a glass of beer not matter? 
 
 
Time to fly up to the stars 
Again; is the sky free 
Tonight? Or, are all mortals 
Destined to dreadful disappointment, 
Even before they die? 
 
 
Spinning nakedly within the world 
Dance naked in all honesty 
Have your response when the Flaming Angel  
Flacks down upon you, in His Instant Karma! 
 
 
When you wanted me to sing realistically,  
And dance negatively against the tail,  
When all you babies and bosses demanded  
I not do this, I must do that,  
The whole world being Forbidden, or Compulsory; 
My God it was a strain, even to breathe,  
To walk down a street as today is normal  
Was a houndish battle: the flesh and soul  
Bitten out of me, I think, left a wound. 
 
 
Let the night-time fall, with drops of rain; 
Why am I one, who, mad with grief and pain  
Reacts to loss so extremely? 
Sensitive, vulnerable, aggressive, dangerous – 
Thus Alexander was described by a scholar: 
Am I right in thinking a psychic flaw 
Is often interwoven with genius? 
Biographies of Byron, Shelley, Keats; 
Of Mozart, Beethoven; and Schubert, 
All confirm to me that this is true; 
There is a tragedy deep into Humanity; 
Or, perhaps, it is a skit, 
A joke that floats in the deep sky, 
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And flits among the firelight hopes 
Of fireflies, fantasizing bursts 
Of long, light, hoping dreams, 
Swoops of delicious, delirious moans. 
 
 
Streams of beauty flecked with pain, 
Pure Soma all-pervading, 
Celestial seed-like milk pouring 
Eternal light, where life is free. 
 
 
Here is a fiesta for La Virgen, in Punchana, 
Drink beer and look at the procession for Maria, 
Yucca, kebabed meats, papas, ají, 
Very pretty girls with lovely legs 
And long, jet-black, waving hair. 
Praise to the Virgin, praise to the girls! 
 
 
Who does not feel some deep sadness 
At all the problems, and the failed efforts to solve them? 
Ice-tears drip from stalactites in Hell, 
Death-drops dribble from its slobbering mouth: 
The God of Failure, let us call it, perhaps: 
Dollars and crocodile tears fall down the Hole.   
When can we emerge, insurgents of the Soul,  
Against the dark night of this Civilization,  
Its deception, fear, exploitation, and emptiness?   
When can the wild light of Dionysian Ecstasy  
Shake free from the lies and brutal forgetfulness,  
The horrible destruction of Peace, Love, and Truth?   
Can ever the Divine Light, scattered throughout the Universe  
Be gathered  back to Unity, and rescued again? 
 
 
Would not those ignoramuses who rule this world,  
If they could, put all poets, dreamers, and visionaries  
Into their gaols, or condemn them to silence,- 
Mockery, censorship, and madness? 
 
 
There are many aspects to the fire, 
Sparks that fly, have many burns 
If they touch, and embers flare 
In indescribable colours, challenging the night. 
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Earlier civilizations had a point, this one does not; 
It just goes on, ever expanding, 
With no deep purpose; only Means exist, 
No Ends. Ancient traditional systems 
Had no concept of Progress, but 
They needed to be connected to 
The deep Goddess, Nature, or whatsoever they called It; 
Today there is no compass, no transcendent reason  
To strive, live, be good; except one‘s own.   
The cold purposelessness, that burns out  
All who resist, so powerful its sucked-out spirit –  
The nothingness behind a television screen – 
Cannot be fought; it is like a virus 
Of which its victims know not its name. 
Will we just dribble into a final Holocaust; 
Or will Humanity wake up, finally? 
 
 
I go down into hopelessness, 
Though I love the River Amazon, 
Especially at dusk, and then at night,  
When the infinite stars reflect in the brown. 
 
 
I was always on the losing side of history,  
So badly, I cannot even see the winning side; 
Obviously, it is everything that exists; 
I wanted all to be so different; 
Fool, idiot, dreamer, elitist!  
 
 
Ecstatic melancholy, anxiety reduced,  
Dream into an ideal, the Harmony of Truth;  
There may be a seed bursting to be born,  
A dream like an atom, able to explode. 
 
 
Do you ever love to be 
Whoever you are not, 
When you dream you do not exist, 
Who are you then, who? 
If you dream the world is otherwise, 
Your dream is of another world, 
With other lives, different realities, 
Where even the colours of oceans are different,  
Ice-bergs and glaciers are much bigger,  
Forests pile up vertically, and kiss the stars; 
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Poets are acknowledged legislators of the world! 
 
 
Life can so often be a Nightmare, 
At other times, lights gleam upon the River: 
Silver, flimsy, rippling dreams, 
Sights of the Truth of Heraclitus. 
 
 
The beautiful music of other worlds  
Comes into your mind like purple pearls,  
Breaking through pain, defeating care,  
Nestling you softly, into itself. 
 
 
All life is a matter of losing innocence; 
In the rite of La Pishta, the Shipibo  
Would, in the past, cut off the clitoris 
Of a young woman, in a magical-religious  
Act, just as we all lose our youthful idealism; 
Our children grow, and think no more 
Of us as they did when they were young. 
Ambitions, hopes, dreams for the future 
Explode, float, then flop, until 
They simply look ridiculous. 
Except with the beautiful dawn skies 
In Iquitos, little white clouds 
Always blowing and puffing along 
The vast multi-blued sky, throwing itself  
Upon your eyes; just remember 
How impossible all was, and as you walk 
Like a small ant on a broken pavement,  
Remember how little you are, and always were. 
 
 
And in the morning light, like glorious honey, 
I love you, as the blue sky 
Looks ever more like Paradise, 
In an imagination enflamed. 
 
 
And sink into the deep blue dawn, 
Blood-blue sky and river, really; 
Sky, palm-trees, water, all blue 
Mystery; in that first morning glimpse. 
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How foolish the apparent night; 
How frantic the true sinking into real Night.   
How was there strange singing always,  
When the cock crowed, and the magpie flew? 
With the diabolical doubt, and the tinkling dance, 
The prettiness of a bird-girl 
Swinging so sexily she shook the moon, 
And the river again twizzling through the stars; 
Purple night-dress, stripping motion, 
Seducing gesture, sublime illusion, 
Like life itself around a billion veils. 
 
 
“Life has always been so upsetting,” croaked the swan,  
And the jaguar added to all the disaster,  
By leaping on the only remaining animal alive!   
Which turned out to be a capybara,  
Or maybe an anteater, who knows which? 
All felt a strange breaking storm 
Of bizarre colours; some of day, others of night, 
Mingling like an hallucinogenic spectrum, 
Equally with all the various intelligences 
Floating along a cosmic kaleidoscope, 
Jumbling up and merging with all dimensions: 
“Poetry is crazy, and so am I!” 
 
 
Let‘s sing under a calm moon, 
Some chant of beauty, a song with meaning 
That resounds frantically throughout the forest; 
Like Beethoven in his last distraught years; 
Like Leonardo, Mozart; no poet quite 
Reaches the perfection of these artists, who could be 
Wholly abstract, absolute: what poet 
Reaches such dimensions? None, 
I fear, as words act like lead balloons, 
Compared to notes or colours; yet 
It has been said so often that  
Poetry is the Queen of the Arts! 
I do not know, some strange force 
Made me a poet; I did not choose: 
I would rather have been a composer, for sure! 
 
 
Tossed on the storm of this life, 
This life that is a chaotic storm! 
Do you want to know what this life really is? 
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This life is no more than a sea of flames! 
How might you suck some juice or honey? 
Only your searching knows; there are no rules. 
Do you want to be someone kind and moral? 
That is your choice, and no-one else‘s. 
Will you lie upon a sweet, gentle bed, 
Or will you arouse, erupt, get 
Up and go! And make a marvellous  
Nuisance of yourself; in your anger 
And frustration? Or, why not relax, 
And drink some sweet sanity among the grubs;- 
Those sweet worms that taste like tiny tubs of honey? 
 
 
If you fly free like a dolphin in the river,  
You go with the movement of whatever there is,  
Like someone born blind, what do they see?   
From where come their Visions into their Eternity? 
From where comes the sense of absolute certainty? 
Why do we see the colours that we see? 
 
 
Who has occasioned all; time; now? 
I don‘t know why I am so much here; 
Something disturbs, although it flows into Light; 
This morning is something wild, and always bright. 
 
 
In painful ecstasy I pant, I rant, 
I run and jump, to extricate myself 
From this awful body, the awesome world,  
To fly, roll in ether, to boldly soar! 
 
 
If we had been taken to the lights of the sky,  
No spirit could have doubted the wisdom of that day; 
I think battles lost can be just as heroic  
As triumphs; though all accounts are written  
Always, inevitably, by the victors. 
 
 
All then fly into the depths of Creation, 
The canyons and caves hewn within vast mountains 
By frantic gods; but they are alchemically transmuted, 
Out to come, in due time, in different form: 
What if the Amerindians had defeated the Europeans!   
What if the African slaves had turned upon  
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Their oppressors, with such lightning force  
That they captured their ships and returned to Africa!   
What if the Jews and Gypsies had thrown their murderers  
Into their own ovens, and then danced and sang! 
What if all the laughing in the Universe 
Came out in some spring of wine in a  
Happy mind, dancing in friendliness 
Forever, and then turned its blood 
Into the deepest sleeping dreams, saturated in anxiety,  
Only to wheel everything absolutely around,  
To reload the dice, replay the game,  
Try it all over again, in case a new accident  
Was more attractive, more beautiful, than before? 
 
 
Flowing on from one Sea to another, 
Drifting down infinite tributaries of the River,  
How could they spread the Faith, if there was none; 
Or, if there was one, which one was it? 
 
 
When you look at the vast blue seas  
Surrounding a continent in magical depth,  
Who can guess where your luck will come  
Or not, or what is your Destiny? 
 
 
The pale cream moon, moving among the clouds  
Of rippling harsh darkness, brilliant white, 
All amid the bluish, miraculous sky, 
Blown in strong winds, on the Amazon. 
 
 
Of course it will never be the way you hoped,  
Things chop and change, as the moon slips in and 
Out of the night-clouds, where spirits dwell,  
Curled up in dreams, within the demons‘ grey. 
 
 
Your blood can roll, and rage, and scream,  
You can disintegrate in pain; a victim  
Of Fate. Who cares if it is your fault, or His?   
The moon changes always, as do the ultimate clouds  
In extreme colours – blue wild, fantasy grey,  
Green tingeing edges and corners of light. 
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Shimmering lovely white water, 
Leaving Santo Tomas by boat 
For Lago Moronacocha; 
Rippling reflections and echoes of sky.  
 
 
What are the limits to Poetry‘s soaring,  
Where does transcendence turn into insanity?   
How must we balance that divine ecstasy  
With normal existence, human intimacy: 
With humanity and nature; the love of peace 
And harmony; O moon, O joyous sense? 
 
 
In other worlds, in ancient times, 
´Ere Progress had been invented, and its adorers were enslaved  
To its ghastly, empty thrall; 
Was the centre of the magic soul 
Not better served by words of fire, 
Than today? But let us not delude  
Our minds, that freedom then did reign, 
After the primordial nomadic bands 
And dispersed villages had been overcome. 
But at least the oracular poets of Greece, 
The bards at the courts of Celtic kings,  
The Taoist hermit poets in China, 
All could still connect with the inner essence 
 Of fire and life, and Nature‘s mysteries; 
As had their antecedent shamans 
From the Amazon to Siberia, from Australia to Indonesia.   
Then were human beings more or less equal, 
And they shared, lived in the same realm,  
Suffered the same horrors, fears, disasters,  
Flew more or less to the same heights  
Of ritual meaning and hallucinogenic myth,  
Had a collective soul, and deep purpose,  
Without reeling under totalitarian oppression.   
The heart could not wax into hell, then wane  
To death, in individual pointlessness; 
The soul of existence was there to affirm, 
As one worships the sun, or hears the Choral Symphony. 
No vision that led to a personal abyss 
Could continue for long; one‘s neighbours in unity 
Would push your inner eye to see a flaming  
New vision of more fiery, brighter hope.   
When the Puritan Protestants broke from the Pope,  
They did not know what they had opened up: 
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No priests, no candles, no images, no idols! 
Each man goes straight from his heart, direct to God.   
And so, before long, each man finds  
His soul immersed in the Divine Universe  
On his own terms. No need for dogmas, rituals!   
Why only in Church, why especially on Sundays? 
God is Everything, Everywhere; 
You feel it in an open field,  
In poetry, love, in woman, nature: 
Romantic pantheism is post-Protestantism; 
Religion that is no longer Religion, being without rules.   
You explore it alone, and you reconnect  
With the ancient quest of the shaman in flight,  
Entering into the Whole Truth  
Wherever you are, whatever you do: 
Romantic, pantheist, individualistic, Taoist  
Dreamer in Nature, Freedom, Love. 
 
 
And this is the most difficult, alternately hopeless and hopeful  
State of faith or non-faith there is; 
Pascal and Nietszche reflect your anguish and pain,  
And there in the Wager there is Nothing to win!   
Certainly not Eternal Peace, nor reconciliation  
To your past failures, harsh hard adventures,  
Your immature, demoralized, foolish twistings,  
For which no feeble retrospection  
Can offer satisfactory resolution. 
 
 
Ah, but you can explode into the new sun,  
You can feel moments beyond confusion and doubt,  
And fight for your new existence, in spite of all,  
Living on some edge, recognizing stooges  
On either side, waiting to bite you down. 
 
 
When you open your eyes to the grand Amazon 
Looked at from a house‘s higher floor 
On Avenida Marina, and let connections join 
From your eyes to your soul; the changing colours 
Tell, like music, of another world, 
Inside and outside of your microcosm, 
That finds its dynamic harmonious place  
Within the Amazon, as it blends into the macrocosm. 
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Rainbow splashed down the other sky – 
Side of the vast river, starting to sleep 
The rippling surface, the slow canoe, 
The colours inventing themselves in piled-high clouds, 
The blasts of pink, red, turquoise, green, 
Blue, dreaming, dark purple sky, 
The cotton-fluff wisps, the bright white puffs, 
The point at the centre of meditation, 
The enormous expanse of turning visions, 
Playing out immensities, blue-singing fantasies, 
The slithering silvery splashes of dolphins and piracú. 
 
 
Then dark, dark, once again 
The night is coming – blue, black, 
Grey, dark, stumbling, rolling, entering 
Blindness; dark, heavy, night is come. 
 
 
Tuning in to all the goodness and universal spirit, 
The wonder and beauty of life and the world, 
Seeing the familiar stars and moon, 
The trees and earth, the flowers, the wind 
As holy, blessed with divine immanence; 
Feeling oneself as totally immersed in this, 
Orientating problems to their right perspective, 
Expelling demons, being part of the One.  


